
On Tuesday morning we have seen the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
upgrade its 2023 global growth outlook from 2.7% to 2.9%, down from 2022's
3.4%. The fund cited "surprisingly resilient" demand in the US and Europe, an
easing of energy costs, and the reopening of China's economy after harsh
restrictions were dropped. Next year, global growth is seen at 3.1% by the IMF,
compared to their forecast last October for 3.2%, as the full impact of steeper
central bank rate hikes slows demand. 
US GDP growth this year is now estimated to come in at 1.4%, up from the 1%
expected just a few months ago and coming after 2.0% growth seen there last
year. Stronger than expected consumption and investment during Q3 last year,
as well as a robust labour market and strong consumer balance sheets were all
cited as reasons for the upgrade.
The Eurozone has made similar gains, according to the IMF report, with growth
for the area now seen at 0.7% this year versus the previous 0.5% forecast. This
is down from 2022's 3.5%. Europe has adapted to higher energy costs more
easily than was previously feared, has experienced an unusually warm winter for
the most part, and is also now benefiting from an easing of energy prices across
the board.
The IMF expects Britain to be the only major advanced economy to be in
recession for the year, with a 0.6% fall in GDP as households struggle with the
ongoing cost of living crisis. The Chinese growth outlook was also revised higher
in this latest update - now forecast at 5.2% (up from prior 4.4% expectation),
after rolling lockdowns reduced the country's growth rate to 3.0% last year.
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Market Moves

Equities: Stock markets have opened in negative territory today,
following on from Monday's move lower. The EuroStoxx50 is currently
0.6% weaker, with similar moves seen by indices such as Germany's
DAX, France's CAC, and the UK's FTSE. US equities traded between
0.8% - 2.0% lower yesterday, closing near their worst levels of the day. 
This slight nervousness comes ahead of the Federal Reserve meeting
tomorrow, as well as the ECB and BOE on Thursday. We also must
remember this weaker trade follows a strong January, with the S&P
500 still up 4.6% YTD and the EuroStoxx50 up 9.3% at the time of
writing.
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Economic data: We saw slightly stronger French Q4 GDP this morning and
a weaker German figure yesterday. The full Eurozone fourth-quarter result
will be due later this morning, expected at -0.1% q/q - which would be the
region's first negative print since Q1 2021. 
Irish Q4 GDP came in at a robust 3.5% q/q yesterday, with growth driven
mainly by expansion in the manufacturing sector. While we have not yet seen
modified domestic demand for Q4 (which would exclude multinationals),
yesterday's result makes Ireland the fastest growing European nation in GDP
terms over the last year.
There is also some slight concern around Spain's stronger than expected CPI
print yesterday (5.8% y/y vs 4.9% forecast, and 7.5% y/y in core terms - its
highest since 1986). This afternoon we will get a Consumer Confidence figure
out of the US, as well as November GDP from Canada.
In terms of corporate releases, before market open on Wall Street at 2:30pm
we will hear from Exxon Mobil, Pfizer, McDonald's, United Parcel Service,
Spotify, GM, and Moody's, with Amgen, AMD, and Stryker reporting after-
hours. Glencore, GSK, Vodafone, Entain, Meta, Novo Nordisk, Novartis, T-
Mobile, Sony, and Mitsubishi will all release tomorrow.

Other markets: The US dollar has hit a 10-day high-point against the
euro, with the pair now trading at 1.082. This comes as investors dial
down their risk appetite slightly ahead of this week's crucial monetary
policy releases. Bonds were also sold yesterday to raise cash, ahead of
what could potentially be a volatile end to the week for global markets.
Yields on the US benchmark 10yr rose to 3.56% before coming down
marginally this morning. Commodities are mostly lower on Tuesday,
with the exception of European natural gas (up 6% to 58.60/MWh).

UBS
Europe's third-largest bank (with a market cap of $68.58b, or 63.2b Swiss francs)
has issued its fourth quarter results on Tuesday morning, while also forecasting
an "uncertain" year ahead as high inflation persists and central banks continue
to increase interest rates.
The Swiss stock has sold off by almost 3% on this morning's open, after warning
that lower asset prices and weaker consumer confidence may adversely affect
its business. UBS did however see a 23% increase in net profit attributable to
shareholders last quarter, coming in at $1.7b compared to the consensus
forecast for $1.3b. Full year net profit was $7.6b, beating expectations for $7.3b.
It also proposed a dividend hike to $0.55 per share for 2022, up from the prior
year's $0.51. This would equate to a roughly 2.7% yield at current prices.


